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Abstract

The paper presents a novel set of features based on surroundedness property

of a signature (image in binary form) for off-line signature verification. The

proposed feature set describes the shape of a signature in terms of spatial dis-

tribution of black pixels around a candidate pixel (on the signature). It also

provides a measure of texture through the correlation among signature pixels

in the neighborhood of that candidate pixel. So the proposed feature set is

unique in the sense that it contains both shape and texture property unlike

most of the earlier proposed features for off-line signature verification. Since

the features are proposed based on intuitive idea of the problem, evaluation

of features by various feature selection techniques has also been sought to get

a compact set of features. To examine the efficacy of the proposed features,

two popular classifiers namely, multilayer perceptron and support vector ma-
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chine are implemented and tested on two publicly available database namely,

GPDS300 corpus and CEDAR signature database.

Keywords: Signature verification, surroundedness, shape, texture, Feature

Selection.

1. Introduction1

Signature is one of the oldest biometric hallmarks used for authentication2

of an individual or a document. Even in the modern digital era, signature3

remains one of the popular means for the authentication of official documents4

like bank checks, credit card transactions, certificates, contracts and bonds.5

An automatic signature verification system aims to verify the identity of6

an individual based on the analysis of his or her signature. Depending on7

the mode of signature acquisition, such a system may be classified as off-8

line and on-line (Plamondon and Srihari, 2000). In general, on-line systems9

perform far better since they reckon with dynamic features extracted from10

the signature like time, speed, pressure and order of strokes (Nalwa, 1997).11

Off-line systems, on the other hand, rely only on static features (or pseudo-12

dynamic features) extracted from signature images. Although an efficient13

off-line signature verification system is comparatively difficult to design, as14

it fails to extract the dynamic information, its wide application in the area15

of forensics and biometrics has made it an active area of research.16

During last few decades, several innovative concepts and technologies have17

been proposed and evaluated in the context of off-line signature verification,18
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to name a few, projection and contour based systems (Bajaj and Chaud-19

hury, 1996; Dimauro et al., 1997; Fang et al., 2003), direction profile based20

systems (Drouhard et al., 1996), geometric measure based approaches (Di-21

mauro et al., 1997; Huang and Yan, 1997; Ferrer et al., 2005), grid based ap-22

proaches (Huang and Yan, 1997; Madasu and Lovell, 2008), moment based23

approaches (Ramesh and Murthy, 1999), wavelet based approaches (Deng24

et al., 1999), graphometry based systems (Justino et al., 2005) and graph25

matching based approaches (Chen and Srihari, 2006). A survey on state-of-26

the-art methodologies is available in (Leclerc and Plamondon, 1994; Plam-27

ondon and Srihari, 2000; Impedovo and Pirlo, 2008).28

Off-line signature verification problem may be attempted in either of the29

two different approaches, namely writer-dependent and writer-independent (Bertolinia30

et al., 2010). For the former case, the system is trained either only with the31

genuine signatures or with genuine and forged signatures both (depending32

on the model: one-class or two-class) of a particular writer. In the test-33

ing phase, the trained system (model) has to make a decision based on the34

(dis)similarity between the given signature and the genuine signatures of that35

particular writer. The most important disadvantage of a writer-dependent36

approach is that each time a new writer is introduced in the system the classi-37

fier has to be retrained (Oliveira et al., 2007). In writer-independent scenario38

also, signature verification system can be modeled either as one-class or two-39

class problem. But the main difference between the writer-independent and40

writer-dependent system is that the later makes a model for each writer sep-41
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arately while the former go for a generic system which can be tested on any42

writer. Thus a writer-independent system is more economic as far as main-43

tenance of the classifier is concerned. However in both the two approaches,44

objective is the same, i.e., to differentiate a genuine signature from the forged45

one.46

The most challenging job for an automatic signature verification system is47

to discriminate between genuine signature and skilled forgery (Batista et al.,48

2008), as it is usually done very carefully and accurately. Particularly for49

off-line signature it is more difficult as the dynamic features are lost. In this50

work, we consider only skilled forgery.51

One of the main contributions of this paper is to propose a new feature52

set based on the surroundedness property that is experimentally found to53

be sufficiently representative as well as distinctive. The proposed feature set54

embeds in itself shape property of a signature by considering a distribution of55

surrounded signature (black) pixels with respect to each candidate signature56

pixel. It also considers the correlation between a candidate signature pixel57

and the other signature pixels in the neighborhood of that candidate pixel,58

which in turn formulates a measure of texture. Thus the proposed feature59

set is unique in the sense that it contains both shape and texture property60

unlike most of the earlier proposed features for off-line signature verification.61

Since the features are based on the intuitive idea of the problem, for further62

refinement of the feature set, here, we have employed feature analysis. An63

evaluation of various feature selection techniques for off-line signature veri-64
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fication may also be considered as a contribution of this paper. Finally, the65

performance evaluation of the system is done in terms of Receiver Operat-66

ing Curve (ROC) (Fawcett, 2006) which provides a way to trade-off between67

False Rejection Rate (or FRR) and False Acceptance Rate (or FAR).68

Rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 demonstrates the signature veri-69

fication scheme including preprocessing, computation of features and feature70

selection strategies. In Section 3, we discuss experimental results along with71

the experimental setup and the description of databases used. Discussion72

regarding performance of the proposed systems and its comparison with the73

state-of-the-art methodologies is placed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the74

paper with the scope of future work.75

2. Proposed Signature Verification Scheme76

Here, we formulate off-line signature verification as a two-class pattern77

recognition problem. As shown in Figure 1, proposed signature verification78

system is based on a pair of signature images (one is authentic and the79

other to be tested) as input. The output of the system is one of the two80

classes (class-I: both the signatures are of the same writer and class-II: the81

signatures are of different writers). The input images (if in grey-level) are first82

binarized and preprocessed. Then from each preprocessed image, relevant83

features are extracted and the extracted feature vectors of the two signature84

images are combined in the ‘pairing’ module. The feature vectors may be85

combined in many different ways. Here, we have adopted one of the simplest86
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methods, i.e., absolute difference of corresponding elements of the feature87

vectors as the pairing of signatures. Finally, verification is done using a88

two-class classifiers namely, RBF-SVM (Support Vector Machine with RBF89

kernel) or MLP (Multilayer perceptron). Next, we discuss preprocessing,90

feature extraction and analysis in detail as follows.91

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the proposed signature verification system. A pair of
scanned signature images (grey-level/binary) is fed to the system to get an inference for
their (dis)similarity. Both the images are processed individually at different stages (like
preprocessing, feature extraction and analysis). Before going to a verifier (here, MLP),
feature vectors corresponding to the two signatures are got paired. Decision is taken based
on receiver operating curve analysis on the outputs of MLP/RBF-SVM.

2.1. Preprocessing92

Preprocessing is one of the crucial stages for solving any document anal-93

ysis problem. Scanned signature images may be available (as some of the94
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images in the database being used as testbed in this experiment) in the form95

of grey-level images. Hence the signature images are binarized using Otsu’s96

method (Otsu, 1979). Grain noise, if any highlighted through binarization, is97

cleaned using connected component analysis choosing a threshold T (T = 7,98

is selected experimentally). Thus isolated particles of size less than T pixels99

are removed. Since the signature might be skewed during scanning or due to100

some external factors during signing, we use a skew correction method based101

on the principal component analysis (Kalera et al., 2004). Finally, in the102

skew corrected image the thickness of stroke is normalized, first, by thinning103

and then by dilating the thinned image with a structuring element of size104

2× 2. Result of different preprocessing stages are shown in Figure 2.105

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2: Results of preprocessing on an image of CEDAR database. (a) original image,
(b) binarized image, (c) noise-cleaned image, (d) rotated and thinned image, (e) thinkness
normalized image.

2.2. Feature extraction106

In off-line signature verification, a static signature image is treated as a107

two dimensional arrangement of black pixels, over white background (say),108
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having distinct shape characteristics (Bajaj and Chaudhury, 1996). An effi-109

cient feature extraction technique, therefore, should extract information like110

connectivity among pixels, curvilinear nature of strokes and local density111

of black pixels that can adequately describe the signature. Keeping these112

criteria in mind, we propose a feature set based on neighboring pixel sur-113

roundedness. For example, if all the eight neighbors of a candidate pixel (the114

black pixel for which surroundedness is being considered) are black, then115

the candidate pixel is called totally surrounded, on the other hand, if this116

number is zero then the pixel is called open. So, any number between 0 and117

8 gives a measure of surroundedness at a distance one. Number of black118

pixels being totally varies with distance, a more formal presentation of the119

proposed feature follows.120

For each black pixel, we measure surroundedness at different distances.121

To measure surroundedness at a distance r, the number of pixels lying on122

the circle with radius r centering the candidate pixel are counted. The circle123

of radius r is determined using Chebyshev distance (Cantrell, 2000) which is124

a special case of Minkowski distance. Minkowski distance of order p between125

two points P = (x1, x2, ..., xm) and Q = (z1, z2, , ..., zm) both belong to Rm
126

is defined as:127

DMinkowski(P,Q) = (
m
∑

i=1

|xi − zi|
p)1/p (1)

In the limiting case, when p tends to∞ , Minkowski distance becomes Cheby-128
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shev distance which is given by:129

DChebyshev(P,Q) = lim
p→∞

(
n

∑

i=1

|xi − zi|
p)1/p = maxi|xi − zi| (2)

Under this metric in discrete domain, a circle of radius r is a square whose130

sides consists of (2r + 1) pixels. Some examples of such circles are shown in131

Figure 3. The black pixel at the center represents the candidate signature132

pixel and the grey shaded pixels surrounding it constitute the encompassing133

circles of different radii, e.g., r = 1, 2 and 3. The ‘x’ marks show the positions134

of other black signature pixels.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Circles (composed of grey pixels) in terms of Chebyshev metric in discrete
domain (a) r = 1, (b) r = 2, (c)r = 3

135

For each candidate signature pixel, number nr of signature pixels at136

Chebyshev distance r is counted, where 0 ≤ nr ≤ 8r. For example, it can be137

seen from Figure 3 that around the center pixel, number of pixels at distance138

1 is 4, at distance 2 is 8 and at distance 3 is 11. Thus nr provides a measure139

of surroundedness. Now, for the entire image, frequency distribution of nr is140

calculated for different values of r.141
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Here, we consider the correlation of signature pixels (black pixels) only142

at different distances because the distribution of background pixel (white143

pixel) is complementary to the signature pixel. Thus the proposed feature is144

a special case of color correlogram (Huang et al., 1999) where only one color145

(black) is considered. On the other hand, the proposed feature is more general146

in a sense that it provides frequency distribution, while correlogram provides147

with the total number of pixels of a particular distance. Color correlogram or148

auto-correlogram, however, reveals the texture feature of the image, so does149

the proposed feature but in more detail. The proposed feature set also bears150

some similarity to shape context (Belongie et al., 2002) for object recognition151

and shape matching. Shape context considers 30◦ non overlapping bins at152

various distance ranges in a logarithmic-polar space, whereas the proposed153

feature considers whole 360◦ at a time with a linear scale for distance. In this154

sense the proposed feature is a special case of shape context feature. Like155

the later, the proposed feature also represents the shape characteristics of a156

signature. On the other hand, the proposed feature is different from the shape157

context feature, as the former provides in general the frequency distribution158

of surroundedness while the later reveals the count of black pixels at different159

locations or bins. A comparative results for these three feature sets, namely160

color correlogram, shape context and the proposed one are placed in Section161

4.162

In our experiment, we have used r = 1, 2, · · · , 11, so, we have too many163

feature values with less useful minute details. Hence, to reveal more general164
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and representative characteristics, we summarize them using some statistical165

measures. For each discrete distance, the following four statistical measures166

are calculated using each of the frequency distribution tables.167

• Entropy: E = −
∑

i pi(log2 pi), where pi =
fri∑

i=8r

i=0
fri

= normalized fre-168

quency and fri is the frequncy of ith bin at r distance.169

• First order moment : M1(n̄) =
∑

i nipi170

• Second order moment : M2(σ) =
√

∑

i pi(ni − n̄)2171

• Third order moment : M3 =
3

√
∑

i pi(ni − n̄)3172

It is experimentally observed that higher moments, of more than third173

order, does not provide much additional information. Thus 11 × 4 = 44174

features are extracted initially from each signature image. Number of features175

is finally reduced by retaining only relevant features through feature analysis176

as described in Section 2.3.177

2.3. Feature Analysis178

It is well known that use of more features is not necessarily good because179

there may be some derogatory as well as redundant/correlated features in a180

given set. Use of a set of just adequate features usually makes the system181

identification easier and such a system is likely to yield better generalization.182

A small set of features also requires less memory and usually reduces the183

computational costs. The aim of feature selection is to find a subset (as small184
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as possible) of features while simultaneously optimizing the performance of185

the system. We employ feature analysis technique for the same.186

Usually, feature selection techniques may be divided broadly into two cat-187

egories : filter and wrapper methods (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003; Theodoridis188

and Koutroumbas, 2009). A filter method looks at each feature indepen-189

dently and rank them based on some criteria (e.g., correlation coefficient,190

mutual information, hypothesis testing etc.). One of the main disadvantages191

of these methods, as they look at each feature independently, lie in the fact192

that they may yield into a number of redundant features. At the same time,193

filter methods are comparatively faster as well as robust against over-fitting.194

Wrapper methods, on the other hand, utilize the induction algorithm as195

black box to score subsets of features according to their predictive power.196

These methods are often criticized due to its massive computation. There is197

a third category of feature selection techniques, called embedded methods,198

where feature selection is performed in the process of training and are usually199

specific to the learning mechanism (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003).200

Here, we also evaluate various feature selection techniques, using the pro-201

posed features, for off-line signature verification problem. For this analysis,202

we consider two filter methods namely, T-test based method (Theodoridis203

and Koutroumbas, 2009) and entropy based method (Li and Wong, 2001),204

three wrapper methods namely, Sequential Forward Selection (SFS), Sequen-205

tial Backward selection (SBS) and Sequential Forward Floating Selection206

(SFFS) (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2009) and one embedded method207
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namely, FSMLP (Pal and Chintalapudi, 1997; Kumar et al., 2009).208

The feature selection is done on the training data and the data with the209

selected features are fed to the classifier to get the inference. Unlike the other210

five feature selection techniques, FSMLP is run 10 times on the training data211

as the feature selected by FSMLP depends on the initialization condition.212

Each run R of FSMLP generates a gate opening value for each feature, f as213

gRf ;R = 1, · · · , 10; f = 1, · · · , 44. Now, we compute the composite importance214

for feature f as gf =
∑10

R=1 g
R
f and use these values to select a set of features.215

A comparative analysis of these six feature selection methodologies have been216

described in Section 3.2.217

3. Experimental Results218

3.1. Experiment Design219

Experiments are carried out on two widely used databases, namely GPDS300220

corpus and CEDAR signature database, separately. Description of data and221

experimental setup are as follows.222

3.1.1. GPDS300 signature corpus223

GPDS300 corpus1 (Vargas et al., 2007) contains 24 genuine signatures and224

30 forgeries of each of 300 individuals. So, there are 7200 genuine signatures225

and 9000 forged signatures. The 24 genuine specimens of each signer were226

collected in a single day writing sessions. The genuine signatures are shown to227

1GPDS300 corpus is available on http://www.gpds.ulpgc.es/download/ index.htm/.
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each forger and are chosen randomly from the 24 genuine ones to be imitated.228

All the signature images in this corpus are in binary form.229

Since the database is large, we divide it equally to make training and230

test set. That means genuine signatures as well as corresponding forgeries231

of randomly selected 150 individuals are used for training and the rest is232

used for testing. Since for each individual there are 24 genuine and 30233

forged signatures, we get 24C2 = 276 genuine-genuine pairs of signatures234

and 24C1×
30C1 = 720 genuine-forged pairs of signatures for each individual.235

Since the number of genuine-forged pairs is significantly larger than that of236

genuine-genuine pairs, we randomly select as many genuine-forged pairs as237

genuine-genuine pairs to avoid any bias towards any class during training238

as well as verification. Thus each of the training and test data set contains239

2× 150× 276 = 82800 signature pairs. Pairing is done as an absolute differ-240

ence of corresponding elements in the feature vector of the two signatures of241

each pair.242

3.1.2. CEDAR signature database243

CEDAR database2 contains signatures of 55 volunteer signers belonging244

to versatile cultural backgrounds. Each writer signed 24 genuine signatures,245

taken 20 minutes apart. Each of the forgers simulated the signatures of 3246

persons, 8 times each, to produce 24 forged signatures. Thus for each genuine247

signer, 24 forged signatures are generated. The database comprises of 1320248

2CEDAR Signature database is available on http://www.cedar.buffalo.edu/NIJ/publications.html/.
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genuine and 1320 forged signatures corresponding to 55 signers (Chen and249

Srihari, 2006). This database contains the signature images in both grey-level250

and binary forms.251

Since the CEDAR database contains signatures of only 55 persons, we252

select 5 individuals randomly and keep them aside as test data and the253

signatures of remaining 50 individuals comprise the training data. Since254

for each individual there are 24 genuine and 24 forged signatures, we get255

24C2 = 276 genuine-genuine pairs and 24C1×
24C1 = 576 genuine-forged pairs256

of signatures for each individual. Similarly, as discussed for GPDS300 corpus,257

we get the number of training samples equals to 2 × 50 × 276 = 27600 and258

the number of test samples equal to 2× 5× 276 = 2760. Since 5 individuals259

are selected randomly for testing, to avoid the effect of selection, we repeat260

the experiment 10 times and report the average performance.261

3.1.3. Model Selection262

Selection of optimal parameters for MLP (or RBF-SVM) is always been263

a challenging task. For this particular problem, a 10-fold cross-validation is264

done on training data with a set of choices for number of hidden nodes (regu-265

larization parameter C and σ of a RBF-kernel, in case of RBF-SVM (Theodor-266

idis and Koutroumbas, 2009)) to get the optimal parameters. In case of MLP,267

we take only one hidden layer. The optimal parameters obtained from cross-268

validation is used to design the MLP (or RBF-SVM) using the entire training269

data. The trained network is then tested with the test data.270
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In MLP, with sigmoid function as activation function, the output of the271

network lies in the range [0,1]. FAR, FRR and the accuracy are very much272

dependent on suitable selection of threshold values. ROC analysis (Fawcett,273

2006) is consulted to get a trade-off between FAR and true positive rate (1-274

FRR) by choosing a suitable threshold. We draw an ROC curve for different275

number of best selected features and determine the equal error rate (EER).276

Similarly for RBF-SVM, the probability of a data to belong to a class is277

considered for ROC analysis. In this paper, we always measure accuracy of278

the proposed system at EER, which is nothing but (100-EER).279

3.2. Performance of the classifiers on different databases280

Figure 4 depicts performance of the classifiers using six types of feature281

selection techniques mentioned in Section 2.3. Figure 4 (a) and 4 (b) shows a282

comparison of MLP and RBF-SVM for FSMLP selected features on CEDAR283

and GPDS 300 database respectively. One can see from the figure that MLP284

and RBF-SVM are giving more or less similar performance. Since MLP285

gives the best performance (using 34 features for CEDAR and 29 features for286

GPDS 300) using FSMLP selected features, to show the comparative analysis287

of other feature selection techniques, we display the performance of MLP in288

Figure 4 (c) and 4 (d). From both the figures, one can see that in general289

wrapper method (SFFS, SFS and SBS) gives the best performance followed290

by embedded method (FSMLP). If we look at wrapper methods, all the three291

methods (SFFS, SFS and SBS) give similar performances. Although all the292
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Figure 4: A graphical representation of performance with different numbers of selected
features. Comparison of RBF-SVM and MLP for FSMLP selected features on (a) CEDAR
database and (b) GPDS300 corpus. Comparison of performances of MLP with various
feature selection techniques on (c) CEDAR database and (d) GPDS300 corpus.

six feature selection techniques perform more or less in the same fashion,293

best performance (an accuracy of 91.67%) on CEDAR is achieved with just294

24 SFFS selected features while best performance (an accuracy of 86.24%)295

on GPDS 300 is achieved with 29 SFS selected features.296

For better understanding, in Figure 5, we show ROC analysis on 29 fea-297

tures selected through SFFS for both the databases. In the figure, one can298

see the variation of FAR with true positive rate (1-FRR) obtained by varying299

threshold. The point of intersection of ROC curve with the diagonal joining300
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(1,0) and (0,1) represents the accuracy at EER.301
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Figure 5: A typical ROC curve for 29 best selected features by SFFS for (a) CEDAR
database, and (b) GPDS300 corpus.

A careful study of both Figure 4 (c) and 4 (d) reveals the fact that the302

proposed features perform in similar fashion on both the databases while303

number of selected features is varied between 20 and 30 (specially in case of304

wrapper methods). Variation in accuracies in this range is almost insignif-305

icant for both the databases, which gives a hint that the feature set does306

not have derogatory features rather there may be some redundant (corre-307

lated) features. Incorporation and deletion of such features may result in308

little variation in accuracy according to their interactions among themselves.309

To further analyze the redundancy (correlation) between the features, we310

implement Random Subspace ensemble (RSE), mentioned in (Nanni and311

Lumini, 2005), taking 29 random feature 10 times. RSE gives an accuracy of312

90.71% and 85.31% for CEDAR and GPDS300 database respectively which313

is similar to the result of a single set of features selected by any of the six314

feature selection techniques. The Results obtained from RSE also verifies the315
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Table 1: A comparative analysis of performances of similar features

Feature Accuracy at EER
CEDAR database GPDS 300 corpus

Black correlogram 3 71.38 67.09
Shape context 65.94 61.62

Proposed feature 91.67 86.24

redundancy of the features.316

4. Discussions317

In Section 2.2, we observe that the proposed feature set has got some sim-318

ilarity with color correlogram and shape context feature. Here, we compare319

the performance of those features for the targeted task. Corresponding results320

using GPDS 300 and CEDAR databases, along with that of the proposed321

feature set through feature analysis, are shown in Table 1, which establishes322

superiority of the proposed feature set. The reason may be incorporation of323

both local texture and shape information to some extent simultaneously into324

the proposed feature set.325

Results of the proposed system show a consistency on both the databases326

as far as accuracy is concerned. For CEDAR and GPDS300 databases, we327

get an accuracy of 91.67% and 86.24% respectively. One should keep in328

mind that the number of test samples in CEDAR database (=2760 without329

considering repetition) is much less than the test samples in GPDS300 corpus330

3Here, color correlogram (Huang et al., 1999) is calculated on black pixels (only) and
hence termed as black correlogram.
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(=82800). Thus size of the databases affects the performance to some extent331

(but not much) due to variability in data. Due to lack of a standard database332

of signature, it is very difficult to compare different signature verification333

systems as people use different databases. Even on the same database, people334

follow different strategies to respect accuracy. For the sake of comparative335

evaluation, we compare the performances of the proposed system with that336

of other systems on both GPDS and CEDAR signature database, reported337

in literature, as follows.338

4.1. CEDAR signature database339

Performance of different systems reported on the CEDAR database is340

summarized in Table 2. From the table, it is clear that the proposed system341

performs better than the word shape (GSC) (Kalera et al., 2004), Zernike342

moment (Chen and Srihari, 2005) and signature morphology (Kumar et al.,343

Dec. 2010). It is also comparable to graph matching system (Chen and344

Srihari, 2006) which is comparatively very expensive. One of the appealing345

features about our system is that it uses just 24 features which is significantly346

less in compared to the number of features used by the other systems. Less347

number of features makes our system computationally inexpensive compared348

to the other systems. This characteristics is very much suitable for real-time349

signature verification system.350

Though the accuracy of the graph matching system (Chen and Srihari,351

2006) is 0.4 % more than that of the proposed system, it uses lots of com-352
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Table 2: Comparison of the proposed system with the state-of-the-art on CEDAR database
and GPDS signature corpus

Databases SYSTEMS No. of signers Accuracy FAR FRR
Word shape(GSC) 55 78.50 19.50 22.45

CEDAR (Chen and Srihari, 2006; Kalera et al., 2004)
signature Zernike moments (Chen and Srihari, 2005, 2006) 55 83.60 16.30 16.60
database Signature Morphology (Kumar et al., Dec. 2010) 55 88.41 11.59 11.59

Graph Matching (Chen and Srihari, 2006) 55 92.10 08.20 07.70
Proposed system 55 91.67 08.33 08.33

Ferrer et al. (Ferrer et al., 2005) 160 86.65 12.60 14.10
GPDS Vargas et al. (Vargas et al., 2008) 160 87.67 14.66 10.01
corpus Solar et al. (Solar et al., 2008) 160 84.70 14.20 16.40

Proposed system 300 86.24 13.76 13.76

putationally expensive operations. First, they extract chain-code of exterior353

and interior contours (a complex algorithm of order N2, where N is number354

of signature pixels) followed by locating extrema on these contours and cate-355

gorizing them into 16 parts. Once the extrema have been located, they go for356

point matching method based on eigen-analysis of proximity matrix (again a357

complex algorithm with greater than (4×m2×n+8×m×n2+9×n3) oper-358

ations where m and n are number of extrema in two signatures). Then they359

calculate bending energy using thin-plate spline warping (another expensive360

algorithm of order (n3 + n2)). Further, 1024 dimensional GSC features are361

calculated to get dissimilarity between two signatures and final decision is362

given on the weighted sum of bending energy and dissimilarity score of GSC363

algorithm. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm uses black pixel count-364

ing and arithmetic operators while extracting the feature and use a trained365

MLP (or RBF-SVM) network to give the final decision. Thereby restrict the366

order of complexity to linear (in terms of number of signature pixels).367
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Second, unlike the proposed system (except signature morphology), all368

the three systems reported in the Table 2 are writer-dependent. Basically, in369

all those systems a model for each writer is made and the opinion over un-370

known signature is given based on the threshold determined for each model371

separately. If a new signer (client) is added, these systems have to be up-372

dated. On the other hand, the proposed system can be used even for any373

newly added signer without re-training the system. This can be seen as one374

of the major advantage of the proposed system over those three systems.375

4.2. GPDS300 signature corpus376

Table 2 also shows the performance of different systems on GPDS signa-377

ture database with different numbers of signing individuals. One can see from378

the table that the accuracy of the proposed system is comparable (numeri-379

cally) to the earlier reported systems, while the difficulty level the proposed380

system is dealing with is much higher. First, the other systems used earlier381

version of the GPDS signature corpus containing less number of signers (only382

160 individuals), that means less variety. Moreover, the results of these sys-383

tems are not reported at EER. Second, systems presented in (Vargas et al.,384

2008) and (Solar et al., 2008) have reported the combined accuracy of ran-385

dom forgery (which is comparatively much simpler to detect) and skilled386

forgery. (Armand et al., 2006) has reported an accuracy of 91.12% on par-387

tial GPDS signature corpuses (39 writers, 1560 signatures for training and388

576 signatures for testing) without giving any information regarding FAR389
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and FRR . On the other hand, we report the performance of our system for390

skilled forgery only and that too on all 300 writers (82,800 signature pairs391

for training and 82,800 for testing). Experimentally, we have seen that the392

best accuracy of the proposed system may go up to 93.46% for some ran-393

domly selected 160 signers out of 300 signers, which is significantly higher394

than the earlier reported systems. Since we are working on a reasonably large395

database, the performance of the proposed system seems to be quite stable396

and better than the results of other systems on GPDS corpuses.397

5. Conclusion and Future work398

In this paper, we propose a writer-independent off-line signature verifi-399

cation scheme based on surroundedness features extracted from the binary400

image of signatures. The feature set based on surroundedness property of a401

signature, is supposed to represent both shape and texture attributes of the402

signature. From the results obtained, it is clear that the proposed feature403

set has got some edge over related features like shape context and auto-404

correlogram. A subset of features (20-30 in numbers) selected by any of the405

six feature selection methodologies performs with almost similar accuracy.406

This establishes the fact that features are not derogatory rather may be re-407

dundant ensuring robustness against over-fitting. As far as performance on408

both the CEDAR and GPDS300 databases is concerned, it has been seen409

that the proposed system is superior either in terms of accuracy or the time410

complexity or both, when compared to the state-of-the-art methodologies.411
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Moreover, the performance of the proposed system on both GPDS300 and412

CEDAR database is comparable, which indicates that the proposed approach413

and the feature set are sufficiently general to handle data of varied standards.414

Proposal of a new set of features, utilization of other classifiers and fusion415

of different classifiers may indeed be a future scope for further improvement416

of the system.417
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